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FULTON COUNTY
MUSEUM & WELCOME CENTER

With the weather so unpredictable recently,
please dress accordingly. Also, listen to WNDH
103.1 each morning for any potential delays or
cancellations. Please continue to call the Center
at 419-717-9707 or myself at 419-966-0317
with any changes in attendance or
transportation.
Like & Check out what we’ve been up to on
Facebook.
@PCSHenryCounty

There is so much local history on display here! Along with
walls, cabinets and drawers of artifacts and photographs
native to Fulton County and northwest Ohio we were
fascinated by a temporary display of P.T. Barnum and his
ties to Fulton County.

Individuals completed 44 hours of volunteer services and

270 hours of community integration hours in January.

THIS MONTH’S FEATURED TRACTS
PRE-VOCATIONAL
COMMUNITY INTEGRATION

We recently visited the Toledo Museum of Art. Admission
is free and the wonders to explore are endless. We
especially had fun in one of the interactive guest exhibits
that incorporated video, sound and art.

Even though we have specific pre-vocational training,
such as money skills, following steps and time
management, that several individuals work on while
here at the Center. We try to give the individuals we
serve opportunities to put those skills into action during
real-life situations here and out in the community.

PCS Henry Career and Life Enrichment Center
135 E. Maumee Ave. Napoleon, Ohio 43545 419-717-9707 pcs4dd.com

Volunteer project ideas are always
welcomed. Please talk to the
Director about opportunities you
see in your community.
ggray@pcs4dd.com

MARK YOUR CALENDARS
FEBRUARY 28TH

HOMECOMING

MARCH 12TH

HOPE SERVICES
SOUP CHALLENGE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Michelle
Jerry
Robbie
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15th
17th
19th

